1. Recommends reviewing the current list of properties owned by the Georgia Southern University Foundation and the Armstrong State University Foundation.

2. Recommends that Building naming will follow USG guidelines listed at:
   a. [http://www.usg.edu/facilities/resources/naming_policy_procedures](http://www.usg.edu/facilities/resources/naming_policy_procedures)

3. Existing building names where naming stems from a BOR approved naming, will not be changed and as previously approved by the CIC, all named buildings currently existing on the Armstrong campus will retain their historic names.

4. Recommends that the boards of the Armstrong State University Foundation and Georgia Southern University Foundation perform due diligence on the merging of the foundations.

5. Recommends that each Endowment Agreement will be reviewed and it will be determined how the donors’ intent can be fulfilled under the proposed new college structure.

6. Recommends that a task force/ad hoc committee composed of board members of both foundations will create and approve new bylaws prior to merging foundations.